Abstract. Jordan geometries are defined as spaces X equipped with point reflections J xz a depending on triples of points (x, a, z), exchanging x and z and fixing a. In a similar way, symmetric spaces have been defined by Loos ([Lo69]) as spaces equipped with point reflections S x fixing x, and therefore the theories of Jordan geometries and of symmetric spaces are closely related to each other -in order to describe this link, the notion of inversive action of torsors and of symmetric spaces is introduced. Jordan geometries give rise both to inversive actions of certain abelian torsors and of certain symmetric spaces, which in a sense are dual to each other. By using the algebraic differential calculus dveloped in [Be14], we attach a tangent object to such geometries, namely a Jordan pair, resp. a Jordan algebra. The present approach works equally well over base rings in which 2 is not invertible (and in particular over Z), and hence can be seen as a globalization of quadratic Jordan pairs; it also has a very transparent relation with the theory of associative geometries from [BeKi09a].
Introduction
Symmetries of order two -called reflections, inversions or involutions, according to context -play a basic rôle in all of geometry, and some parts of geometry can be entirely reconstructed by using them (cf. the "Aufbau der Geometrie aus dem Spiegelungsbegriff", [Ba73] ). In the present work, we will use the term "inversion" since the involutions we use can be interpreted as (generalized) inverses in rings or algebras: geometrically, the inversion map x → x −1 in a unital associative algebra behaves like a reflection through a point, with respect to the "isolated" fixed point 1, the unit element of the algebra. This choice of terminology should not lead to conflict with the common one from Inversive Geometry, where the term "inversion" refers to reflections with respect to circles or spheres (cf. [Wi81] ).
The inversion map of an associative algebra is a "Jordan feature", i.e., it depends only on the symmetric part ("Jordan product") x • z = 1 2 (xz + zx) of the associative product, and it contains the whole information of the Jordan product. The approach to Jordan algebras given in the book [Sp73] by T. Springer is based on this observation. In the present work, we extend this approach to the geometries corresponding to Jordan algebraic structures. We have defined such geometries, called generalized projective geometries, in another way in [Be02] -the approach given there was not based on inversions, but rather on the various actions of a scalar ring K on the geometry (a point of view introduced by Loos in [Lo79] ); it relied in a crucial way on midpoints, and thus on the existence of a scalar approach does not have this drawback, and at the same time is simpler and more natural. Other advantages are the close relation with the associative case studied in [BeKi09a, BeKi09b] , and a conceptual use of "algebraic differential calculus", keeping close both to the language of differential geometry and to the use of scalar extensions in algebraic geometry. Let us explain these items in more detail. 0.1. Jordan and associative structure maps. The general framework is given by a "geometric space" X together with a Jordan structure map J, which associates to certain triples (x, a, z) (called "transversal") a bijection J xz a : X → X , subject to axioms that we call "(geometric) Jordan identities". Similarly, an associative structure map M is given by associating to certain ("closed transversal") quadruples (x, a, z, b) of points a bijection M xz ab of X , such that again certain axiomatic properties are satisfied. The precise form of these properties is given in definitions 2.1 and 4.1. One of these properties is that J 2 fixes all three points and hence is the identity; this justifies to call J xz a an inversion. The structure map J has two interpretations, an "additive" one ( A), and a "multiplicative" one (M):
(A) Choose a = ∞ (point at infinity). Then U a := X \ {a} is the affine line F, and (0.5) J xz a (y) = J xz ∞ (y) = x − y + z is a homography satisfying (0.1). This formula describes the torsor structure of the additive group (F, +), that is, it is the ternary map describing a "group after forgetting its unit element" (see Appendix A). It "works" also if x = z. The case of the projective line is "special" in the sense that the Jordan J-map comes from an associative M-map: the "special" feature, consequence of the simply transitive action of the projctive group on D ′ 3 , is that, if (x, a, z) ∈ D ′ 3 and b is any point, there is a unique map M xz ab ∈ PGL(2, F) exchanging x and z and sending a to b. Then this map must be an involution (since the square of a matrix 0 λ 1 0 is a multiple of the identity matrix), and hence also sends b to a, that is, (0.2) holds. The structure map M thus defined is a particular instance of the one studied, for general Grassmannians, in [BeKi09a] (where the notation Γ(x, a, y, b, z) has been used for M xz ab (y)), and which define associative geometries. In case of the projective line, choosing (x, z) = (0, ∞), we see, in a similar way as above, that . We say that a J-map is special if it comes from an M-map via this relation. Note that this is the precise analog of defining a special Jordan algebra as one coming from an associative algebra with product ab by retaining the squaring operation a 2 , which is the same as restricting the associative product to the diagonal a = b.
For the case of the projective line, it is quite easy to obtain "explicit formulae" for the J-and M-maps, that is, expressions as homographies where all arguments are "generic". In a first step, in (0.7), we get for a generic value a instead of 0 (0.9) M xz ∞,a (y) =
x − y + z − xa −1 z 1 − a −1 y .
Indeed, the formula describes a homography exchanging x and z and sending a to ∞, hence also ∞ to a. As a corolloray, one has the nice formula M xz a,∞ (0) = x−xa −1 z+z (cf. [BeKi09a] , Prop. 1.7, for such formulae in general Grassmannians). To get explicit formulae where all variables are generic, observe that the definitions of J and of M are "natural" in the sense that Another formula for J, involving cross-ratios, can be obtained in a similar way from (0.6), and similarly for M.
Jordan axioms.
In the general case, like in the preceding example, a Jordan structure map J : D 3 × X → X has two interpretations, "additive" (A) and "multiplicative" (M); moreover, there are axioms of distributivity (D) and symmetry (S) (compatibility). The additive aspect of the structure map J deals with abelian torsors: for fixed a ∈ X , the partial law is the torsor structure underlying an abelian group (which is in fact an affine space) U a : (0.12) J xz a (y) = x − y + z, whereas (M) deals with (possibly non-abelian) symmetric spaces: for fixed (x, z), the partial law is a symmetric space structure on U xz = U z ∩ U x (0.13) J xz a (y) =: s a (y) where s a is the point reflection in U xz with respect to a. Distributivity (D) says that any of the bijections J xz a is an automorphism (called inner) of the whole structure J; finally, symmetry (S) means that for x = z, the symmetric space U xx coincides with the abelian torsor U x , seen as symmetric space:
(0.14) J xx a = J aa x . Thus all "Jordan axioms" have a clear geometric meaning, and they arise in a natural way when merging the two structures "abelian torsors" and "general symmetric spaces" into a single one. 0.4. Associative axioms. As said above, a Jordan map J is called special if it is related to an M-map via (0.8). An axiomatic definition of the "associative structure map" M has been given in [BeKi09a] ; in the present work, we give a slightly different definition (Section 4) by focusing on the invertible operators M xz ab (whereas in [BeKi09a] an algebraically more sophisticated axiomatics is used, which allows to deal also with non-invertible "homotopes" of these operators). The "special" flavor of the associative case comes from the fact that, for the M-operators, both interpretations (A) and (M) are identical with each other, dealing with possibly non-commutative torsors: this follows from the "strong compatibility condition" (0.15) M xz ab = M ab xz . 0.5. Inversive actions. For the deeper theory of the J-and M-maps, the dependence on their domains of definition is very important: in the example of the projective line, as well as in the general case, the argument y of the bijections J xz a (y) and M xz ab (y), may be any point of X . Thus U a , resp. U xz , is not only a torsor, resp. a symmetric space, but at the same time comes with an action on X by inversions, or shorter an inversive action. Definition and basic properties of such actions are given in Appendix A; we have the impression that this notion might be useful also in general group theory, and especially in general Lie theory. Note that in [BeKi09a] it has been shown that the domain of the M-map can be further extended, leading to quite subtle algebraic structures involving semitorsors; it remains an open problem whether a similar extension of domain of definition is possible for the J-map. 0.6. Scalar action. Associative or Jordan algebras are, by definition, defined over some base field or ring K. So far, this ring did not show up in the geometric setting -put differently, one may say that the structures discussed so far are defined over Z. Indeed, one of our main motivations for this work was to develop a setting that can be defined over Z, so that we may postpone the use of action of scalars as long as possible; in contrast, the notion of generalized projective geometry developed in [Be02] depends from the very outset on such an action, or scaling map
. For the example of the projective line, K may be any unital commutative subring of F, and then r ∞ 0 (x) = rx is the usual multiple rx in F. In the present work, the scaling map plays a less important rôle than in [Be02] : it serves only as a conceptual framework allowing us to use algebraic infinitesimal calculus, see below.
0.7. The main examples. As we will explain below, to every Jordan algebraic or associative algebraic structure corresponds a Jordan, resp. an associative geometry. We have the following examples, corresponding to the main classes of such algebras:
(1) associative geometries are all given by the Grassmannian geometries introduced in [BeKi09a] , possibly over non-commutative rings (section 4), (2) Jordan geometries come in four families:
(2.1) Grassmannian geometries, seen as Jordan geometries, (2.2) geometries of Lagrangian subspaces of a quadratic form, (2.3) geometries of Lagrangian subspaces of a symplectic form, (2.4) projective quadrics (defined in Subsection 2.2.1), (3) two kinds of exceptional Jordan geometries related to the octonions. The Lagrangian Grassmannians are subgeometries of the associative Grassmannian geometries, fixed under orthocomplementation, which is an anti-automorphism of order two (see [BeKi09b] ), and the exceptional geometries are related to the Moufang torsors studied in [BeKi12] . 0.8. Unit elements, idempotents, and self-duality. Existence of unit elements in algebras (Jordan or associative) corresponds to self-duality of geometries, meaning that a geometry is canonically isomorphic to its dual geometry (see [Be03] ). For instance, the projective line is self-dual (canonically isomorphic to its dual projective line!), whereas higher dimensional projective spaces are not. In the setting of Jordan geometries, a self-dual geometry may be characterized by the existence of closed transversal triples (a, b, c). Then the inversions J ab c , J ba c , J ac b are all defined and generate a permutation group S 3 ; if we add J aa b to the set of generators, they generate a group which is a homomorphic image of PGL(2, Z) (Theorem 6.2) and hence the three points a, b, c generate a subgeometry that is a homomorphic image of the projective line ZP 1 with its canonical base triple (o, 1, ∞) (Theorem 6.3). Pairwise transversal triples (a, b, c) in a Jordan geometry correspond to unital Jordan algebras; classification of such triples in a given geometry is related to the classical Maslov index -the Jordan algebras associated to a geometry are isotopic to each other, but in general not isomorphic.
If the geometry is not self-dual, then there are no closed transversal triples; a substitute is given by idempotent quadruples which are defined by relations obtained by "dissociating" the projective line ZP 1 into two copies, and leading to a homomorphism GL(2, Z) → Aut(X ) (Theorem 6.6). From an algebraic point of view, this corresponds to a geometric version of the Peirce decomposition with respect to an idempotent in a Jordan pair, cf. [Lo75] . 0.9. Tangent objects. In the second half of this work, we investigate the relation between Jordan structure maps J and tangent objects (Jordan algebras, pairs and triple systems). We have divided the text into two main parts, in order to highlight the four layers of the axiomatic structure:
(1) a rather weak (non-)incidence structure, called transversality, (2) the general datum of one or several structure maps, (3) certain identities (associative, Jordan,...) satisfied by the structure maps, (4) a regularity hypothesis, allowing to define "tangent maps" of structure maps. While the structures on levels (1), (2) and (3) only use universal algebra and the language of classical geometry of point sets, on level (4) one has to make a methodological choice: either regularity is formalized by some sort of differential calculus, such as in classical Lie theory, or it may be achieved by extending the domain of definition of structure maps to non-transversal tuples, as done in [BeKi09a] for the M-map. However, at present we do not know how to apply this second method to the J-maps; so we have to follow the first method, leaving the link with the second method as an open (and very important) topic for future research.
In order to use "algebraic differential calculus" in full generality, applying also to geometries defined over Z as in the present setting, we have introduced in [Be14] the concept of Weil spaces and Weil manifolds. These can be seen as a much more conceptual version of the algebraic differential calculus already used in [Be02] , also generalizing the so-called Weil functors defined for usual manifolds in [KMS93] . We refer to the introduction of [Be14] and to Subsection 7.1 of this work for more details; here, let us just say that, using this calculus, the ideas already present in [Be00, Be02] translate fairly directly into an algebraic language, allowing to attach to a geometry with base point a 3-graded Lie algebra g = g 1 ⊕ g 0 ⊕ g −1 . Now, it is well-known that such a Lie algebra corresponds to a linear Jordan pair
, which is the tangent object saught for -at least, if the base ring K has no 2-and 3-torsion. In the remaining case, we need to work with quadratic Jordan pairs as defined in [Lo75] -we define quadratic maps Q ± that contain more information than the trilinear bracket derived from the Lie algebra; the proof that these maps satisfy the Jordan identities (JP1) -(JP3) from [Lo75] follows the lines of work by O. Loos ([Lo79] ). 0.10. Back and forth. We can reconstruct a Jordan geometry from its Jordan pair -in case 2 is invertible in K, this follows from the corresponding result in [Be02] , using midpoints in affine spaces (Theorem 5.3); if 2 is not invertible in K, the construction is similar, but more involved (Theorem 12.1). Summing up, just as in classical Lie theory, we can go back and forth from Jordan geometries to Jordan pairs and -algebras. In Section 10 we give "explicit formulae" for the maps J xz a , generalizing the formulas in terms of homographies given at the beginning of this introduction for the projective line, but we leave a more systematic study of this correspondence for later work.
• calligraphic letters denote "geometric point spaces" X , Y, D, U a , . . ., and U a,b := U a ∩ U b , . . . • boldface letters denote transformation groups G, U, P, Aut(X ), ..., and stabilizers are denoted by G x , G x,y = G x ∩ G y , • small italics denote elements x ∈ X , a ∈ Y, g ∈ G, . . .
• capital italics denote structure maps J, M, S, B (Bergman operator), but also: D differential, T tangent, V = (V + , V − ) pair of K-modules, • blackboard letters: K is a fixed base ring (think of K = R or K = Z), and are A, B, . . . scalar extensions of K (K-Weil algebras);
is the tangent ring of K, • underlined symbols X , G, J, . . . are functors from K-Weil algebras to the respective set-theoretic object, and the corresponding scalar extended set A transversality relation on a set X is a binary relation on X , that is, a subset D 2 ⊂ (X × X ); we write also x⊤a if (x, a) ∈ D 2 , and this relation is assumed to be -symmetric : x⊤a iff a⊤x, -irreflexive: x is never transversal to itself.
For the sets of elements transversal to one, resp. to two given elements, we write
Homomorphisms of sets with transversality relation are maps f : X → Y preserving transversality: x⊤a implies f (x)⊤f (y).
1.2. Grassmannians. The standard example of transversality is given by the Grassmannian Gras(W ) of all submodules of some right A-module W with the relation: x⊤a iff V = x ⊕ a (here A may be a possibly non-commutative ring). The Grassmannian of type E and co-type F is the space
W/x ∼ = F of submodules isomorphic to E and such that W/x is isomorphic to F (as modules), where W = E ⊕ F is some fixed decomposition. Then the space
inherits a non-trivial transversality relation: for any x ∈ X , we have x ⊤ ⊂ X . In particular, we get the projective geometries
If A is a field or skew-field, this is a "usual" projective space together with its dual space of hyperplanes (and "transversal" means the same as "non-incident", and the relation ⊤ is non-degenerate); however, if A is a ring, such as A = Z, then these geometries show some rather unusual features (cf. the article by Veldkamp on Ring Geometries in [Bue] ).
1.3. Transversal chains and connectedness. Let n ∈ N, n > 1. A transversal chain of length n in X is a sequence (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of elements of X such that x i+1 ⊤x i for i = 1, . . . , n−1 (equivalently, x i ∈ U x i−1 ,x i+1 ). A transversal chain is called closed if x n ⊤x 1 . We denote by
the set of transversal chains, resp. of closed transversal chains, of length n in X . A chain of length two is also called a transversal pair, a chain of length three is a transversal triple, and a closed transversal chain of length three is a pairwise transversal triple. A chain joining two elements x, y ∈ X is a finite chain (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ D n such that x 1 = x, x n = y. We say that X is connected if, for each x, y ∈ X , there is a chain joining x and y. We may also define connected components: the relation defined by "x ∼ y iff there is a chain joining x and y" is an equivalence relation; its equivalence classes are the connected components of X .
For instance, Grassmannians X = Gras(V ) are in general not connected; if K is a field and V = K n , then its connected components are of the form (1.3).
1.4. Duality: splitting, and antiautomorphisms. Assume ⊤ is a transversality relation on X . A splitting of X is a decomposition into a disjoint union X = X +∪ X − such that for all a ∈ X − , we have a ⊤ ⊂ X + , and for all x ∈ X + , we have x ⊤ ⊂ X − . Equivalently, chains with odd length end up in the same part (X + or X − ) they started in, and chains with even length end up in the other. We then say that X + and X − are dual to each other. We say that (X + , X − ) is connected of stable rank one if for each (x, y) ∈ (X ± ) 2 there is a ∈ X ∓ such that x, y ∈ U a ; equivalently, a ∈ U xy , so U xy is not empty. Spaces with splitting (X + , X − ) form a category: morphisms g preserve transversality and the given splitting (that is, g(X ± ) ⊂ Y ± ), so we have well-defined restrictions
In presence of a splitting, we may also define anti-homomorphisms: these are pairs of maps exchanging the components, X ± → Y ∓ , i.e., morphisms from (X + , X − ) to the opposite splitting of Y.
1.5. Self-dual geometries and closed transversal triples. We say that a connected geometry (X , ⊤) is self-dual if it does not admit any non-trivial splitting. This is the case if in X there is a closed transversal chain of odd length (at least three); the converse is true as well. We say that X is strongly self-dual if there is a closed chain of length three, that is, a pairwise transversal triple (a, b, c).
In the example of a Grassmannian (1.3), the indicated decomposition is a splitting if E and F are not isomorphic as modules. Typical antiautomorphisms are then given by orthocomplementation maps. On the other hand, if E ∼ = F as modules, then there exists a pairwise transversal triple (E, F, D) where D is the diagonal of E ⊕ F , after some fixed identification of E and F , and hence Gras E (E ⊕ E) does not admit any splitting (this is the case, in particular, for the projective line AP 1 ). In this case one may introduce an "artificial splitting", as follows.
1.6. Duality: dissociation. A dissociation of a space (Y, ⊤) is the disjoint union X of two copies X + and X − of Y, where we define a transversality relation on X by declaring, for x ∈ X ± , the set x ⊤ to be the set of elements a in X ∓ such that a and x are transversal in Y. Obviously, this defines a transversality relation on X , and X = X + ∪ X − is a splitting.
2. Jordan structure maps 2.1. Structure maps in general. Assume (X , ⊤) is a space with transversality relation, and let n ∈ N. An n + 1-ary structure map (with domain D n ) is a map
attaching to each chain x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) a map S(x) : X → X preserving transversality. In the sequel we will mainly consider structure maps such that S(x) is a bijection, and the case of ternary and quaternary structure maps will be most important: for a ternary structure map we use also the notation
and for a quaternary structure map S xz a := S(x, a, z). Sometimes we view S as a map of n + 1 arguments, defined by
Structure maps with domain D ′ n are defined similarly. Morphisms of spaces with structure map are maps preserving transversality and commuting with structure maps in the obvious sense. The group of automorphisms of (X , ⊤, S) is denoted by Aut(X ), Aut(X , S), or Aut(X , ⊤, S), according to the context. Other categorial notions can be defined for spaces with structure maps, such as subspaces, direct products...
Structure maps and duality. If
be the set of chains of length n starting in X ± , so that
Then, by restriction to D ± n , a structure map S gives rise to two parts of S ± of the structure map. Thus one recovers the notation used in [Be02] .
2.2. Jordan structure map: definition, examples, and first properties. Definition 2.1. A Jordan structure map on a space (X , ⊤) is a quaternary structure map
such that the following Jordan identities hold:
, that is, J a . The family of maps thus defined satisfies the properties given above (and has some more specific properties which we intend to investigate in more detail in subsequent work).
2.2.2. Example: Grassmannians. In Section 4 we will define the Jordan structure map of a Grassmannian geometry and prove that it satisfies the Jordan identities.
Lemma 2.2 (Torsor action). Given a Jordan structure map, the set U a with product given by (2.1) is a commutative torsor, and the map U a ×U a → Bij(X ), (x, z) → J xz a is an inversive torsor action.
Proof. If x, y, z⊤a, then also J xz a (y)⊤J xz a (a) = a, hence U a is stable under (xyz) a . Now the idempotent identity of a torsor holds, as remarked in the definition, and para-associativity follows from this and from (A) (lemma A.2). The properties of an inversive torsor action are precisely the axioms (A) and (C).
As a useful application of the lemma, by Appendix A.5, we have the following transplantation formula for the symmetries: for all x, o, z⊤a,
Lemma 2.3. A map g : X → X is an endomorphism of (⊤, J) iff, for all a ∈ X , the restriction g| Ua : U a → U g(a) is well-defined and is a torsor-homomorphism.
Proof. This is a re-writing of x⊤a ⇒ g(x)⊤g(a) and of g(J Lemma 2.5 (Compatibilty). The reflection space U aa is the same as the abelian group U a with its usual inversion maps.
Proof. This follows directly from the symmetry property (S): in U aa the symmetric element of y with respect to x is s x (y) = J aa x (y), and in U a it is (xyx) a = J xx a (y). Theorem 2.6 (The polarized reflection space). The set D 2 of transversal pairs becomes a reflection space with the law
The same formula defines a symmetry action of the reflection space D 2 on X 2 . The exchange map τ :
is an automorphism of the reflection space D 2 and of the action.
Proof. Everything follows easily from the axioms (In), (IP, (D).
The reflection space D 2 contains flat subspaces (as defined below, 2.3.8) for a = b fixed (or x = y fixed), but is not flat itself. It corresponds to the twisted polarized symmetric spaces from [Be00].
2.3. Some categorial notions. Most categorial notions are defined in an obvious way -cf. [Be02, BeL08] , and we refer to loc. cit. for more details:
2.3.1. Morphisms. They can be characterized as "locally Z-affine maps" (Lemma 2.3), or, similarly, as morphisms of the family of "local" reflection spaces.
2.3.2. Inner automorphisms, groups of automorphisms. The subgroup
) generated by all inversions will be called the group of inner automorphisms. Stabilizers of one element x ∈ X , resp. of a transversal pair (x, a) ∈ D 2 , are written
Note that G a acts Z-affinely on U a , and G x,a acts Z-linearly on (U a , x) and (U x , a).
Base points:
A base point is a fixed transversal pair (x, a); we then often
For the stabilizer groups we sometimes write also (2.5)
Duality:
In presence of a splitting, we define structure maps J ± , see above.
2.3.5. Direct products: direct product of transversality and of structure maps 2.3.6. Subspaces: subsets stable under structure maps 2.3.7. Intrinsic subspaces (inner ideals): subsets Y ⊂ X such that J xz a (y) ∈ Y whenever x, y, z ∈ Y and a ∈ X ; this can be interpreted in two ways: U a ∩ Y is an affine subspace, for all a ∈ X (point of view taken in [BeL08] ), or: Y is an invariant subspace of the symmetry action of U xz , for all x, z ∈ Y.
Flat geometries: given by two abelian groups (V
2.3.9. Congruences and quotient spaces: defined as in [Be02] , following [Lo69] , III.2.
2.3.10. Polarities. A polarity is an automorphism p ∈ Aut(X ) which is of order two: p 2 = id X , and has non-isotropic elements: there is x such that p(x)⊤x. In other words, (x, p(x)) ∈ D 2 , so the graph of p has non-empty intersection with D 2 .
Theorem 2.7. Assume p is a polarity of (X , ⊤, J). Then the set
is stable under the law (x, y) → J xx p(x) (y), which turns it into a reflection space. Proof. Indeed, this space can be realized as sub-reflection space of the polarized space D 2 (Theorem 2.6) fixed under the involution pτ = τ p, by the imbedding x → (x, p(x)). (This is the analog of [Be02] , Theorem 4.2).
Translations
To each of the torsors U a corresponds a translation group T a , acting on X by inner automorphisms. The rich supply of inner automorphisms permits to prove transitivity results, and to define special elements of stabilizer groups (Bergman operators). Together, this gives a good knowledge of the "canonical atlas of X ".
Definition 3.1. Fix a ∈ X . According to Lemma A.4, for all x, z ∈ U a , the map
called (left) a-translation, does not depend on the choice of u ∈ U a (in particular, we may choose u = x or u = z). The a-translations form a commutative group,
It acts on X by its natural left action.
Note that T a is isomorphic to (U a , o), for any origin o ∈ U a , and, if x, y, z ∈ U a , then we have usual properties, such as "Chasles relation", and the link with the symmetries:
The translation group T a is a normal subgroup of G a , and, for any x ∈ U a , it is the kernel of the group homomorphism
This homomorphism has a section given by the natural inclusion, and hence we have an exact sequence of groups
ga , which implies that T a is normal in G a . Clearly, D(g)a = a and D(g)x = x, so the map D is well defined, and it is a morphism:
, that is, the translation group. Obviously, the inclusion is a section of D.
admits a unique triple decomposition into a translation, a Z-linear part, and a "quasi-translation", that is,
Proof. The decomposition is unique:
In order to prove existence, it suffices to check that D(g) stabilizes o and o ′ , and this is done as in the preceding proof.
Definition 3.4. In the situation of the lemma, we say that T acts by translations on V := U o ′ , and T ′ acts by quasi-translations. We use also the notation
, and we say that the pair
The preceding definition corresponds to the choice of considering U o ′ as "space" and U o as "dual space". But of course, things can be turned over: the conditions g.o⊤o ′ and g(o) ∈ V are equivalent, and
The element D(g) defined by (3.7) will be called denominator of g with respect to (o, o ′ ). Note that its definition is compatible with the one from Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.5. The denominators satisfy the cocyle relation
The projective group PGL(p + q, K) acts transitively on Gras p (K p+q ), but not on Gras p (K p+q ) ∪ Gras q (K p+q ) (since it preserves dimension) -unless p = q, in which case the geometry is self-dual. The following result generalizes these observations: Theorem 3.6 (Transitivity). Assume (X , ⊤, J) is connected, and fix a base point
Then the action of G on M and on X is transitive:
and every element g ∈ G has a (in general, not unique) decomposition
Proof. Both claims are proved by induction on length of chains joining two points. Assume that (x, a, y, b) is a chain, so x⊤a, a⊤y, y⊤b. Then the element 
is the base point) expressing Λ by an element of the desired form. Again, the general decomposition now follows by induction.
It follows that, if X is conntected, all involutions J Remark. If (X + , X − ) is connected of stable rank one, the decomposition from the theorem exists with n = 2 and a 2 = o ′ (so we can write G = T T ′ T H; in the case of Hermitian symmetric spaces this is called "Harish-Chandra decomposition").
Remark. In the preceding statements and proofs, we could have replaced the letter "L" by "J"; for instance, we have 
According to (3.11), we have also the expression 
In a similar way,
Definition 3.9. Let X be a set and V an abelian group (Z-module). A set-theoretic atlas of X with model space V is given by A = (U i , φ i , V i ) i∈I , where for each i belonging to an index set I, U i ⊂ X and V i ⊂ V are non-empty subsets such that X = ∪ i∈I U i , and φ i : U i → V i is a bijection. The topology generated by the sets (U i ) i∈I on X is called the atlas-topology on X. Given an atlas, we let for (i, j) ∈ I 2 ,
and the transition maps belonging to the atlas are defined by
Lemma 3.10. Assume the Jordan geometry X is connected, and define X and M as in Theorem 3.6. Fix a base point
) g∈G is an atlas on X with model space V , where
Proof. Only the covering property is non-trivial, and this holds by Theorem 3.6.
We call this atlas the canonical atlas of X. It depends on the base point (o, o ′ ); but, since the action of G on M is transitive, this dependence is not essential (it replaces the model space by an isomorphic one). The transition maps are given by
If X admits a splitting, then we define dually an atlas of X − modelled on V − .
Associative structure maps
As explained in the introduction, most examples of Jordan geometries are special in the sense that they come from associative geometries. The following definition is a slight modification of the one given in [BeKi09a] :
Definition 4.1. An associative structure map on a set X with transversality relation ⊤ is a quintary structure map
(we write also (xyz) ab := M ab xz (y)) such that the following identities hold (1) symmetry:
. From idempotency and associativity, it follows that the set U ab is stable under the ternary map (x, y, z) → (xyz) ab , and that it forms a torsor with this law; the symmetry law implies that U ba = U ab as sets, but with torsor structures opposite to each other. In particular, U a = U aa is commutative. Associativity now says that the map
is an inversive action of U ab on X , and hence, by Lemma A.4, we have associated left and right actions of the torsor U ab on X given by . Spaces with associative structure map form a category in the obvious way. Many categorial notions can be defined exactly as in the case of Jordan structure maps, see 2.3 above. The most important difference is that now, at several places, we have to distinguish between "left" and "right": besides the inner ideals (intrinsic subspaces), we also have left and right ideals, that is, subspaces Y that are invariant under the left, resp. right actions of the torsors U ab , whenever a, b ∈ Y; and besides homomorphisms, we also have antihomomorphisms (see [BeKi09b] ). Proof. Easy check of definitions.
A special Jordan structure map is the restriction of the map defined by the lemma to some subspace Y ⊂ X which is stable under J. The following result says that all special Jordan geometries are subgeometries of some Grassmann geometry (for Lagrange geometries, this is obvious; using Clifford algebras, one can show that the structure map defined for projective quadrics (cf. 2.2.1) is also special).
Theorem 4.3 (Associative Grassmannian geometry). Let X = Gras(W ) be the Grassmannian of an A-module W with the transversality relation described in section 1.2. For (x, a) ∈ D 2 , let P a x : W → W be the A-linear projector with image x and kernel a, and, for
is an associative structure map. The (elementary) proof has been given in [BeKi09a] . 
this set is a group with origin e and group law
The left translation operator L ab xy defined by (4.1) maps a to a and b to b, hence defines by restriction affine bijections of U a , resp. of U b , onto itself, and hence the group law defined by (4.2) is Z-bilinear with respect to the arguments x and z. Under a regularity assumption, this group law extends to an associative algebra structure on V (Theorem 11.2).
Scalar action and major dilations
From now on, we fix a commutative unital base ring K, with unit denoted by 1.
Definition 5.1. Let (X , ⊤, J) be a geometry with Jordan structure map. A K-scalar action on these data is given by a structure map S, also called a scaling map,
such that, for every pair (y, a) ∈ D 2 , the set U a is turned into a K-module with origin y, underlying abelian group structure given by x + z = J xz a (y) = (xyz) a , and scalar multiplication given by K × U a → U a , (r, z) → r a y (z). Moreover, the scaling map (5.1) shall extend for invertible scalars to a global scaling map 
A scaling map on an associative geometry (X , M) is simply a scaling map on the underlying Jordan geometry (X , J) of (X , M).
Theorem 5.2. Let X = Gras(W ) be the associative Grassmannian geometry of an A-module W (Theorem 4.3), and K a unital ring contained in the center of A. Then there is a scaling map on X defined, for (y, a) ∈ D 2 and r ∈ K, by r y a (x) := (P a x + rP x a )(x). Proof. As to (5.1), the theorem describes the well-known affine space structure on the space of complements of a. As to (5.2), the properties are easily checked (cf. 
which corresponds to the semidirect product structure of the usual affine group of V . For a ∈ V ′ we have, by (Di) and (Du),
o (x) for x ∈ V , a ∈ V ′ satisfies the homogeneity relation (rx) a = rx ra .
5.2. Midpoints, and generalized projective geometries. Assuming that 2 is invertible in K, midpoints in the affine space U a (5.6) µ(y, a, x) := (2
have been extensively used in [Be02] : relation (Tr) implies that Proof. In the theorem, and in the proof, we suppress the superscripts ± used in [Be02] (formally, this can be justified by working in the "dissociation" of the geometry (X + , X − )). Using this notation, we check the defining identities of J: Involutivity follows from (−1) 2 = 1, commutativity from the fact that µ(x, a, z) = µ(z, a, x), symmetry from the "fundamental identity" (r × are automorphisms of the scalar action map r, and idempotency follows from the following computation in the affine space U a :
Associativity is proved by establishing first that, in a generalized projective geometry, for all x, y, z⊤a, with the usual torsor structure x − y + z on U a ,
This identity is not among the defining identities given in [Be02] , but it follows by combining the "translation identity" (T) from loc. cit. with the properties of scalar actions. Using this, associativity follows in a straightforward way:
5.3. Remark on the base ring Z. A geometry with Jordan structure map J always carries a Z-scalar action: indeed, an abelian group (U a , y) is automatically a Z-module, and since Z × = {±1}, the scaling map (5.2) can be defined by letting 1 a y = id X and (−1) a x = J aa x . It is easily checked that this satisfies the properties (C) through (Tr). Moreover, by (Tr), any Z-scalar action is necessarily given by these formulae. Thus a geometry with Jordan structure map is the same as one with compatible Z-action.
Idempotents and the modular group
Let X be a geometry with Jordan structure map J. By a configuration of points in X we just mean a subset P ⊂ X . In this chapter, we study some simple configurations:
(1) P = {x, a}, with (a, x) ∈ D 2 (transversal pair), (2) P = {o, a, z}, with (o, a, z) ∈ D 3 (transversal triple), but not closed, (3) P = {a, b, c}, where (a, b, c) ∈ D ′ 3 (pairwise transversal triple), (4) P = {a, x, b, y}, where (a, x, b, y) is an idempotent quadruple. For any configuration, consider the "group generated by inversions from P " (6.1) G (P ) := J xz a | x, a, z ∈ P, x⊤a, z⊤a ⊂ Aut(X ) and the smallest subgeometry P ⊂ X containing P . For configuration (1), G (P ) = {J aa x , id} is isomorphic to Z/2Z; for configuration (2), G (P ) contains a subgroup that is a quotient of Z, generated by L is a subgroup of Aut(X , ⊤, J), isomorphic to the permutation group S 3 .
Proof. We claim that the following correspondences are group homomorphisms:
(1) (12) (23) (
In this table, we list the elements of S 3 first, then the corresponding element of S, a corresponding element of PGL(2, Z), and the fractional linear transformation (in the variable z) corresponding to the element from the precedig line. Indeed, it is checked by direct computation that these correspondences are group homomorphisms: since the elements J Remark. If X is the projective line over K = Z/2Z, then G = S = S 3 .
Remark. The action of matrices from GL(2, Z) defined by this and the following tables corresponds to its "usual" action by fractional linear transformations on a Jordan algebra with unit 1, as indicated. See Section 11 for more on this. 
Proof. Recall that the modular group Γ := PSL(2, Z) is presented by generators and relations , and according to (6.3), this is a 3-cycle. According to the presentation (6.5), this defines a homomorphism PSL(2, Z) → Aut(X ). The remaining correspondences are checked by similar computations, and they establish a homomorphism PGL(2, Z) → G (P ) which is obviously surjective. pair (a, b) , the map φ from the theorem induces a welldefined and base point preserving map Φ 2 : D 2 (ZP 1 ) → D 2 (X ). Let pr 1 : (x, a) → x the projections from D 2 to ZP 1 and to X , respectively. Since the group GL(2, Z) and its image group under φ preserve the respective transversality relations, there is a well-defined map Φ : ZP 1 → X such that pr 2 • Φ 2 = Φ • pr 2 . It maps o to a, and by equivariance, it maps ∞ to b and e to c. As a consequence of the equivariance property of Φ, it follows that Φ is a morphism of geometries, i.e., we have Φ(J c are then easily visible, but the orbit of a, b, c (the set P ) will be on the boundary circle; thus this visualisation gives only a partial image, but at least it may give an idea of how complicated the corresponding geometry really is. In particular, the orbits of the translations groups defined by a, b, resp. c correspond to limits of Z-points of horocycles touching the boundary circle at a, b, resp. c.
The projective line ZP
1 and its quotients are the most elementary building blocks for analyzing the structure of a general geometry. It is important that ZP 1 appears not only in the context of a self-dual geometry, where pairwise transversal triples exist, but also for certain geometries "of the second kind", namely those having Proof. Easy check -cf. (6.6); the "strong" relation (6.10) boils down to (6.7).
Conditions (6.8) and (6.9) are dual to each other in the sense that they imply that (a, x, b, y) is an idempotent if and only if so is (y, b, x, a). Another way to formulate this definition is to define 4 new points 
If (a, x, b, y) is an idempotent (not necessarily strong), then a similar statement still holds, but GL(2, Z) has to be replaced by the universal central extension GL(2, Z) (that is, by an extended braid group).
Proof. Let P = {a, x, y, b}. The group G (P ) is clearly generated by the three elements A := L . We show that these elements satisfy the following relations defining GL(2, Z)
Indeed, the proof of the last three relations is immediate. In order to prove the first relation, we start by proving that the following element Z is central in G 2 = Z. Since Z is central, it follows that W 2 = Z, and so
Next, we prove that Z ′ := (AB) 3 is a central element of order 2. Indeed, the proof is very similar to the one given above: we have
As above, it is checked that Z ′ fixes a, x, b, y, and hence is central; it is a product of two commuting involutions, hence of order 2 (and hence (AB) 6 = 1).
Since Z = W 2 = ABAABA and Z ′ = ABABAB, the relation ABA = BAB is equivalent to Z = Z ′ or to ZZ ′ = 1. But, by an easy computation, (6.17)
so ZZ ′ = 1 is equivalent to (6.10). This proves the claim for a strong idempotent. If the idempotent is not strong, then, as we have seen, all relations from GL(2, Z) a satisfied, possibly up to central elements. Therefore the homomorphism may be defined on the level of the universal central extension (cf. [St67] , §7, (ix), p.67).
Remark. It is not true that the homomorphism always factorizes via PGL(2, Z): the central element Z (or Z ′ ) acts trivially on the G (P ) -orbit of x, a, b, z, but in general it will act non-trivially on the whole of X (cf. the following example) -this action is precisely described by the Peirce-decomposition associated to the idempotent. In a similar way, the geometry P is not always a quotient of ZP 1 , but rather of the dissociation of ZP 1 .
Example. Let X = Gras(W ) be the Grassmannian geometry of a K-module W , fix a direct sum decomposition W = E ⊕ F ⊕ H, and (non-zero) subspaces u, v, w ⊂ F such that u ⊕ v = F = u ⊕ w = v ⊕ w (so (u, v, w) is a pairwise transversal triple in Gras(F )). Let
Then (a, x, b, y) is a chain in X , but a ∩ y = w, so a and y are not transversal. It can be shown that (a, x, b, y) is a (strong) idempotent in Gras(W ). Instead of checking the defining properties, it is easier to exhibit directly the corresponding realization of GL(2, Z) in Aut(X ) = PGL(W ): we decompose W = E ⊕ u ⊕ v ⊕ H, and write elements of GL(W ) accordingly as 4 × 4-matrices. Then, considering w as diagonal in u ⊕ v, all four middle blocks are square matrices, so that a matrix 
SECOND PART: TANGENT OBJECTS
Our aim in this part is to associate to a Jordan or associative structure map, at a given base point (o, o ′ ), a "tangent object", namely a Jordan pair or algebra, resp. an associative pair or algebra. As explained in the introduction, this requires additional regularity assumptions, and there are different ways to formalise them; the way chosen here is via algebraic differential calculus as developed in [Be14] : we assume that the whole setup is functorial with respect to scalar extensions of K by Weil algebras A, which implies that the geometries are Weil manifolds. Definition 7.1. A K-Weil algebra is an associative and commutative algebra
whereÅ is a nilpotent ideal of A which is free and finite-dimensional as a K-module. Weil algebras form a category Walg K , where morphisms are algebra homomorphisms preserving decompositions. Note that projection π : A → K and injection ζ : K → A are morphisms. Main examples of Weil algebras are the jet rings
which for k = 1 give the tangent ring of K, or ring of dual numbers over K : 
We let M := M K and f := f K . The projection A → K induces a map M A → M, and equation (7.4) shows that f A is fibered over the base map f . Similarly, the injection z :
A is also used, and the set T M := M T K is called the tangent bundle of M and the map T f := f T K the tangent map of f . A flat Weil space is given by a K-module V and V A := V ⊗ K A, and f A the algebraic scalar extension of f in case f : V → W is a polynomial.
Every concept defined in terms of the category set allows for a "Weil" counterpart, by taking the functor catogery of functors from Walg K into that category: A Weil Lie group with atlas (G, m, i, e) is Weil manifold G together with group structures on G A depending functorially on A. (We suppress the atlas in the notation; in [Be14] we consider more general group objects, without atlas.)
A Weil symmetric space (M , s) is a Weil manifold M together with reflection space structures s
, depending functorially on A, and such that, moreover, for each x ∈ M, the tangent map T x (s x ) is minus the identity map on the tangent space T x M (fiber of T M over x):
7.2. Jordan and associative geometries over K. Theorem 7.5. If (X , J) is a Jordan geometry over K, then U a,b is, for all pairs (a, b) ∈ X 2 , a symmetric space. If (X , M) is an associative geometry over K, then U a,b is, for all pairs (a, b) ∈ X 2 , a Lie group (with atlas), and condition (2) is then automatically satisfied.
Proof. We know that, for the Jordan structure map J A , U A a,b is a set theoretic reflection space, and condition (7.5) holds by property (2) of a K-Jordan geometry. For an associative structure map, U A ab is a group, depending functorially on A, and having an atlas with single chart U a , thus is a Lie group. As for usual Lie groups, the tangent map of the inversion map (J ab x , in our case) at the unit element is minus the identity (cf. [Be14] ), and hence (2) is automatic.
Theorem 7.6. Assume 2 is invertible in K. Then Condition (2) follows from the remaining properties of a K-Jordan geometry, and any generalized projective geometry (cf. Theorem 5.3) gives rise to a Jordan geometry over K.
Proof. If 2 is invertible in K, and X connected, then all inversions J (U a , x) , and hence its tangent map is minus the identity. The first claim follows since every geomery can be decomposed into connected components.
As to the second claim, functoriality of the scalar actions maps S A is part of the very definition of generalized projective geometries in [Be02] , and now the Jordan structure map J A can be defined as in Theorems 5.3.
Combined with the existence theorem for generalized projective geometries ([Be02], Th. 10.1), this implies an existence result for Jordan geometries over rings in which 2 is invertible (cf. Theorem 12.1 below).
Theorem 7.7. Let W be a K-module, and let X A = Gras A (W A ) be the associative Grassmannian geometry of W A , with its associative structure map M A , and its usual transversality relation ⊤ A and scalar action map S A . Then these data define an associative geometry (X , ⊤, M , S), and hence also a Jordan geometry over K.
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that linear algebra in W
A is related to the one of W by the usual algebraic scalar extension functor (and hence is functorial with respect to any scalar extension A, not only for Weil algebras).
A special Jordan geometry is a Jordan subgeometry of an associative geometry, i.e., essentially, of a Grassmannian. E.g., Lagrangian geometries are of this type.
Infinitesimal automorphisms and linear Jordan pairs
For any Jordan geometry (X , J) over K, and any Weil algebra A, the geometry (X A , J A ) will be called the tangent geometry of type A. It is fibered over X = X K , and the A-tangent space at x ∈ X is the fiber of π over x, denoted by T A x X or X A x . Since the projection is a homomorphism, the fiber over (x, a), for (x, a) ∈ D 2 , is a subgeometry. When A = T K, we just speak of "the" tangent bundleT X and tangent spaces T a X , resp., pair of tangent spaces (T a X , T x X ).
Theorem 8.1 (Linearity of T X ). Assume (X , J) is a Jordan geometry over K. Then the tangent bundle T X is a linear bundle, i.e., the tangent spaces T a X carry a canonical K-module structure. This K-module structure coincides with its K-module structure as a submodule of (U x , 0 a ) in the geometry T X (and hence is independent of the choice of x ∈ a ⊤ ). Moreover, the translation group T a acts trivially on the tangent space T a X : ∀g ∈ T a , ∀u ∈ T a X :
Proof. For any Weil manifold M, the tangent bundle T M is a linear bundle, and moreover this linear structure on tangent spaces is induced by any chart of M (see [Be14] , Th. 6.3), which means that it is independent of the choice of x ∈ a ⊤ . Concerning the last assertion, using that T a (J Definition 8.2. Let (X , J) be a Jordan geometry over K. For each Weil algebra A, we define G A to be the group of bijections of X A generated by all inversions coming from the Jordan structure map J A . These groups depend functorially on A, and the corresponding functor will be denoted by G : A → G A . It is a group object in the category of Weil spaces, called the group of inner automorphisms of (X , J).
Remark. In general, G is not a Weil manifold (it may fail to have an atlas, already for ordinary infinite dimensional real situations, cf. [BeNe04] ); but, in terminology introduced in [Be14] , it is a Weil variety, which is enough for defining a Lie algebra of G, see below.
Theorem 8.3. Let (X , J) be a Jordan geometry over K and G its group of inner automorphisms. Then there is a split exact sequence of groups
is the subgroup of infinitesimal inner automorphisms, also called the group of inner derivations of (X , J). It is abelian, with group law being pointwise addition in tangent spaces, and denoted by +, and it is moreover a K-module, with scalar action given pointwise in tanent spaces. Let us fix a base
, which is also identified with the corresponding base point
Then every element of g admits a triple decomposition (3.6), leading to an additive direct sum decomposition of g as K-module
, on these spaces diagonally with eigenvalues r, 1, r −1 .
Proof. The split exact sequence exists more generally for automorphism groups of Weil spaces equipped with n-ary multiplication maps, see [Be14] , Th. 8.2 and 8.6, such as Jordan geometries or symmetric spaces. Moreover, for the Weil algebra A = T K, the kernel is always a K-module with fiberwise defined laws of addition and scalar action ([Be14], Th. 8.6; see also [Lo69] Lemma 4.2, p. 52). To get a rich supply of infinitesimal automorphisms, we prove:
Lemma 8.4. The following are infinitesimal automorphisms:
(1) for v, w ∈ T p X and p⊤a, the vertical translation L
• π We apply this to the invertible scalar r = 1 + ε (whose inverse is 1 − ε):
Now let ξ be an infinitesimal automorphism, then ξ(o) lies in the fiber over o, hence is also transversal to o ′ , so we use (3.6) to decompose
By the lemma, each of the three terms belongs indeed to g, whence the decomposition. To prove the claim on the eigenvalues of the scalar action, recall that the group Aut K (X ) acts on Infaut(X ) by conjugation ("adjoint representation")
and now read equations (5.4) and (5.5) for infinitesimal arguments εv and εa.
Theorem 8.5. With notation from the preceding theorem, the K-module g carries the structure of a K-Lie algebra, with respect to the usual Lie bracket of vector fields (defined, for general Weil manifolds, in terms of the group commutator in G T T K ), and, for any choice of base point (o, o ′ ) ∈ D 2 , the additive decomposition g = g −1 ⊕ g 0 ⊕ g 1 from the preceding theorem is a 3-grading of the Lie algebra g, that is, it satisfies the bracket rules
Proof. First of all, let us recall that the Lie bracket of vector fields (infinitesimal automorphisms) is defined via the group structure of G T T K , where
2 ) via the group commutator (see [Be14] , cf. also [Be08, KMS93] ):
It is then a general fact that the group of (inner) derivations of some algebraic structure (symmetric spaces, Jordan geometries) is stable under the Lie bracket ([Be14], Cor. 8.7), hence g is a K-Lie algebra. With respect to a base point (o, o ′ ), g 1 and g −1 are just the Lie algebras of the translation groups T = T o ′ and T ′ = T o , and hence are abelian subalgebras. Moreover, T is normal in G o ′ (lemma 3.2); the same is then true for
′ , hence commutes with the scalars 1 + ε 1 or 1 + ε 2 . In order to compute ad(E)v via (8.2), we compute the commutator with elements from g 1 :
As is well-known (cf. e.g., [Be00] ), for every 3-graded Lie algebra g = g 1 ⊕g 0 ⊕g −1 , the pair of K-modules V ± := g ±1 becomes a linear Jordan pair with trilinear maps
i.e., the trilinear maps satisfy the identities
Combining this with the preceding theorem gives immediatly: Proof. Only the last assertion remains to be proved. Indeed, the triple Lie bracket can be interpreted as the Lie triple system belonging to the (polarized) symmetric space D 2 (cf. Theorem 2.6; see also [Be00] ), and the Lie triple system of a symmetric space depends functorially on the space with base point ( [Be08, Be14] ). 9. Quadratic vector fields and quadratic Jordan pairs 9.1. The quadratic map. The link of the Jordan pair with the geometry of (X , J) becomes more direct if we look at quadratic Jordan pairs instead of linear ones. In a first step, we realize the Lie algebra g is a space of quadratic vector fields on V , where, as above V = U o ′ ∼ = T o ′ . If ξ as an infinitesimal automorphism corresponding to a vector field X, we call X = X ξ also the associated vector field of ξ. Since ξ acts by translations in each fiber, and writing T V = V ⊕ εV , the map ξ has the chart representation
Theorem 9.1. For all ξ ∈ g(X ), the vector field X| V : V → V representing ξ, is a quadratic polynomial. More precisely, this polynomial is constant if ξ ∈ g −1 , linear if ξ ∈ g 0 , and homogeneous of degree 2 if ξ ∈ g 1 . Thus g is represented over V by the Lie algebra of quadratic polynomials
where the polynomial
quadratic in x and linear in a, is defined by
Similarly, g is also represented by quadratic polynomial vector fields over V ′ .
Proof.
for some v ∈ V , hence ξ(x) = x + εv, and the corresponding vector field is X(x) = v, which is a constant function. If ξ ∈ g 0 , then ξ acts linearly on V (and on V ′ ). It remains to show that X is homogeneous quadratic polynomial if ξ ∈ g 1 .
In the chart formula, the adjoint action (8.1) is described as follows: using (9.1) together with T g(x + εv) = g(x) + εdf (x)v, we get, whenever
Specializing (9.6) to vector fields X from the three parts g i , i = −1, 0, 1, we get that X : V → V is homogeneous of degree 0, 1 or 2, respectively, since ξ is eigenvector for the K × -action for the eigenvalues r, 1, r −1 , respectively, by Theorem 8. Now let ξ = L o ′ ,εa o ∈ g 1 (a ∈ V ′ ) and X its associated vector field. In order to show that X(x) is quadratic polynomial, it remains to show that the map
According to (9.5), the field X(x − v) represents the infinitesimal automorphism
o ′ is translation by v, and −X(x) represents ξ −1 , whence
Saying that X v is affine amounts to saying that ξ v fixes o ′ . Now,
o ′ at its fixed point o ′ , applied to −εa. According to Theorem 8.1, this tangent map is the identity, and hence it follows that ξ v (o ′ ) = o ′ , hence ξ v is affine for all v ∈ V and thus ξ is quadratic. The map Q(x)a is defined by Q(x)a = X(x) for ξ as above, and hence is homogeneous quadratic in x. It is linear in a since the map a → L εa,o ′ o is a linear isomorphism from V ′ to g 1 .
Definition 9.2. With respect to a fixed origin (o, o ′ ) and model space (V, V ′ ), we define the quadratic map as above via "quasi-translation by εa"
and we define a map that is bilinear symmetric in (x, v) and linear in a,
9.2. The quadratic Jordan pair.
Definition 9.3. A quadratic Jordan pair is a pair (V + , V − ) of K-modules together with quadratic maps Q ± : V ± → Hom(V ∓ , V ∓ ) such that the following identities hold in all scalar extensions (see [Lo75] ; superscripts ± are omitted)
It is shown in [Lo75] that every quadratic Jordan pair is linear, and that the converse is true if V has no 6-torsion.
Theorem 9.4 (The quadratic Jordan pair of a Jordan geometry). Assume (X , J) is a Jordan geometry over K with base point
becomes a quadratic Jordan pair with respect to the maps Q + = Q and Q − = Q ′ defined by (9.7). The quadratic map, and hence the Jordan pair, depend functorially on the geometry with base point.
Proof. If V has no 6-torsion, by the preceding remarks, the Jordan pair is linear, and hence the claim follows from Theorem 8.7. In the general case, one can adapt to our framework the arguments given in the proof of [Lo79] , Th. 4.1; however, since the computations are fairly long and involved, we will not reproduce them here in full detail. The main ingredients used in loc. cit. are the relations between "usual" translations and quasi-translations (in our framework: Lemma 3.8), and the behavior of (quasi-) translations with respect to scalars ((5.4), (5.5)); these relations furnish a description of the elementary projective group by generators and relations, from which the Jordan pair identities are deduced by using algebraic differential calculus in the setting of algebraic geometry ([Lo79] , page 40). All of these arguments carry over to our setting; we only have to replace the argument of Zariski-density used repeatedly in loc. cit. by the following more general argument, which in turn is a geometric version of "Koecher's principle on identitities" saying that a Jordan polynomial which vanishes in all quasi-invertible Jordan pairs is zero (see [Lo95] , p. 97, for this formulation).
Lemma 9.5 ("Koecher's principle"). A Jordan polynomial which vanishes on all quasi-invertible quadruples of Jordan geometries is zero. More formally, this means: assume P = P X is a Weil law, depending functorially on Jordan geometries X , such that P X is defined for quadruples (a, o, o ′ , x) ∈ D 4 (X ) and is polynomial in (a, x) for all fixed base points
Proof of the lemma. Considering (o, o ′ ) as fixed, we suppress it in the notation. Let P (a, x) = 0 be a polynomial identity of degree k, valid for all quasi-inverible quadruples (a, o, o ′ , x) ∈ D ′ 4 in Jordan geometries X . Let J k X be the scalar extension of X by the jet ring J
2)). Just as in case k = 1 (tangent bundle), J k X is a bundle over X , called the k-th order jet bundle of X : in every chart of the canonical atlas, it has a product structure, and likewise, the set D 
. By assumption, we thus have P (δx, δa) = 0. Expanding this polynomial and ordering according to powers δ, δ 2 , . . . , δ k , we see that all homogeoneous parts of the polynomial P vanish, and hence P = 0. This proves the lemma and the theorem.
The proof of the lemma takes up the idea that, geometrically, "modules" of Jordan pairs should correspond to bundles in the category of Jordan geometries. Vector bundles then correspond to representations in the sense of [Lo75] , 2.3; they are scalar extensions by Weil algebras A = K ⊕Å such thatÅ has zero product (vector algebras, cf. [Be14] ). In this context, the proof of the lemma leads to a geometric version of the permanence principle [Lo75] , 2.8.
Theorem 9.6 (The Jordan triple system of a Jordan geometry with polarity). Let (X , J) be a Jordan geometry over K with polarity p : X → X and base point
Then the K-module V = U o ′ becomes a quadratic Jordan triple system with respect to the map Q(x)y = pQ ± (x)p(y).
Proof. The polarity p defines an involution of the Jordan pair (V + , V − ) from the preceding theorem, and a Jordan pair with involution is the same as a Jordan triple system (cf. [Lo75] ).
Jordan theoretic formulae for the inversions
Having the Jordan pair (V + , V − ) associated to (X , J) at our disposition, we wish to describe the geometric structure of (X , J) in terms of the Jordan pair, by giving Jordan theoretic formulae expressing J In order to obtain the general formulae for J xz a , we proceed in three steps (the reader may compare with the example of the projective line given in the introduction):
Step 1 by (quasi-)inverses is proved in [Lo79] , Lemma 4.7 (the framework in loc. cit. is slightly different from ours, but the proof carries over by using Lemma 9.5; see also [BeNe04] , Section 3 for another proof in a different setting). 
Proof. To compute J vo a , note that
a . Now use the "commutation relation" from Lemma 3.8
−1 (identity JP 35 from [Lo75] ). We give another expression for v ′ by using the symmetry principle
This proves the triple decomposition for J vo a given in the claim. By uniqueness of the triple decomposition, it follows that
The formula for J vo a has also been given, in another framework, in [Be08] , Th. 2.2. Theorem 10.4. For x, y, z ∈ V + and a, b, c ∈ V − , the following holds: if (x, −a) and (z, Q(a)z) are quasi-invertible, then we have the triple decomposition (3.6)
Using this notation, the action of J xz a on V + , resp. on V − , is given by
If, moreover, (y, −a) is quasi-invertible, we have also
Proof. Using the "transplantation formula (2.2), J 
proving the last formula from the claim, which for y = o gives J xz a (o) = (x −a +z −a ) a . By using [Lo75] , Th. 3.7: (x + z) y = x y + B(x, y) −1 .z (y x ) and x y+z = (x y ) z , as well as (JP35) B(x, y) −1 = B(x y , −y) and the "symmetry principle" x y = x + Q(x)y x , we get the following Jordan theoretic formula
It follows that
Now replace v and v ′ by these expressions in the triple decomposition from the preceding theorem. For J 
Fix the point e as base point in U, and define, for x ∈ U, a linear map (11.1)
x (y) = s x (y), the structure of U can be entirely described in terms of the map U × V → V , (x, y) → Q x (y).
Theorem 11.1 (The Jordan algebra of a Jordan geometry with pairwise transversal triple). Let (X , J) be a Jordan geometry over K with pairwise transversal triple (a, b, c). Choose (a, b) =: (o, o ′ ) ∈ D 2 as base point. Then the K-module V = U o ′ becomes a quadratic Jordan algebra with quadratic map U x (y) = Q(x)Q(e) −1 y and with unit element e = c. The set V × of invertible elements agrees with the symmetric space U = V ∩ V ′ , and the quadratic map Q(x) agrees with Q x defined by (11.1).
Proof. We have to show that the Jordan pair (V, V ′ ) associated to the base point (o, o ′ ) has invertible elements (cf. [Lo75] ); more precisely, we show that every element x from U = U oo ′ is invertible. Indeed, this follows from the fact that j := J oo ′ e is an automorphism of g exchanging o and o ′ , hence exchanging also g 1 and g −1 : using numerators and denominators, it is shown exactly as in [BeNe04] , Section 5.1, that, for all x ∈ V × , we have the formula j(y) = Q(e)Q(y) −1 Q(e)y.
In particular, since j(e) = e, it follows that e is an invertible element, thus (V, e) is a quadratic Jordan algebra with Jordan inversion j ( [Lo75] ). From this it follows is in [BeNe04] that Q(x) = Q x and that V × = U.
Theorem 11.2 (The associative algebra of an associative geometry with transversal triple). Assume (o, o ′ , e) is a closed transversal triple in an associative geometry (X , M). Then the group law of U oo ′ extends to an associative algebra structure on V = U o ′ , with bilinear product induced by the second tangent law T T U oo ′ .
From the properties of an associative geometry, it follows that (V × , e) is a Lie group with group law
, which is bilinear for the linear structure (V, o). Let m : U × U → U be the group law of the Lie group U = V × ; then the group law of T T U is given by T T m which is scalar extension of m by the ring
is bilinear, since, for one of the arguments fixed, the remaining map is a tangent map. Thus a bilinear product uv on V is defined by requiring
The group law T 3 m on T 3 U is associative, thus, in particular, ε 1 u(ε 2 v · ε 3 w) = (ε 1 u · ε 1 v)ε 3 w, which, by definition of the product, yields u(vw) = (uv)w. Thus V with product uv is an associative algebra. Moreover, if u, v ∈ U, then left and right multiplications L u : V → V and R v : V → V , are linear maps, hence agree with their tangent maps, implying that the products uv taken in U and in V agree.
Remark. If the geometry is not self-dual, then, for a fixed base point (o, o ′ ) ∈ D 2 , the pair (V, V ′ ) becomes an associative pair (see [BeKi09a] for relevant definitions).
From Jordan pairs to Jordan geometries
The aim of this chapter is to construct a Jordan geometry starting from a Jordan pair (V + , V − ), or from a Jordan algebra: To be more specific, recall from [Be02] or [BeNe04] that a transversal pair (x, a) ∈ D 2 corresponds to an Euler operator, i.e., to a 3-grading of the associated "KantorKoecher-Tits algebra" g of the Jordan pair. The base point (o, o ′ ) corresponds to the 3-grading g = V + ⊕ h ⊕ V − , coming directly with the construction of g. Thus, given a transversal pair (x, a), we may assume without loss of generality that (x, a) = (o, o ′ ) is the base point; then U a is naturally identified with V + , and hence the condition z ∈ U a means that z ∈ V + . Defining the "exponential" exp(z) ∈ Aut(g) as in [Lo95] , we then let (12.2) L xz a := exp(z) (this depends on (x, a) since exp(z) is defined with respect to a fixed 3-grading), and define J xz a by (12.1). Now one has to prove that the Jordan structure map thus defined satisfies our axioms -this proof is quite lengthy, and essentially amounts to reverse the computations leading to the "explicit formulae" given in the preceding section; details are similar to the proof of [Be02] , Th. 10.1, and will be omitted.
Appendix A. Inversive actions and symmetry actions
In this appendix, we recall the definition of some algebraic structures (torsors, reflection spaces, symmetric spaces), and we define their "actions" on a set. Since a group is defined by a binary law, there are just two kinds of actions (left and right actions); a torsor is defined by a ternary law, and therefore we have three kinds of actions: left, right and middle, or: inversive torsor actions.
A.1. Torsors. Definition A.1. A torsor is a set G with a map G 3 → G, (x, y, z) → (xyz) satisfying the following algebraic identities:
(PA) para-associative identity: ((xuv)wz) = (x(wuv)z) = (xu(vwz))). (IP) idempotency identity (xxy) = y = (yxx).
The opposite torsor is G with (xyz) opp = (zyx), and a torsor is called commutative if G = G opp , i.e., it satisfies the identity (C) (xyz) = (zyx).
Categorial notions are defined in the obvious way. In every torsor, left-, right-and middle multiplication operators are the maps G → G defined by
Every group (G, e, ·) becomes a torsor by letting (xyz) = xy −1 z, and every torsor is obtained in this way: thus torsors are "groups with origin forgotten". The inversive torsor action is called commutative if
(equivalently, if all M xz are of order two). According to the preceding lemma, every torsor has a natural inversive action on itself, given by M xz = m xz , which we call the regular inversive action (of G on itself). Spaces with G-inversive action form a category in the obvious way, and subspaces and direct products can be defined in this category.
We interprete the operators M xz : X → X as generalized inverses, whence the terminology. Letting z = u and v = a in (STA2), we get a middle Chasles relation
However, it is not true that (A.2) and (STA1) imply (STA2).
Remark. These axioms have the following categorial interpretation: with the usual torsor structure (f gh) = f g −1 h on Bij(X), (STA2) can be rewritten in the form
which means that M can be interpreted as a torsor homomorphism
Remark. It is not true that an inversive action of a commutative torsor is always a commutative action. For instance, consider the following situation: if H is a subgroup of a group G, then the regular action of G on itself induces an inversive action H × H → Bij(G) given by M h,h ′ (g) = hg −1 h ′ . This action is in general not commutative, even if H as a group is commutative. Indeed, (M xz ) 2 (u) = xz −1 ux −1 z may be a non-trivial map on G, although it is trivial on H.
Remark. Assume, in the preceding situation, that G is a compact Lie group and H a maximal torus. Then the elements M x,x −1 with x 2 ∈ Z(G) (in particular, those with x 2 = e) are of order 2. On the other hand, when x normalizes H, they stabilize H, and when x centralizes H, they act trivially on H. Taken together, we get the following interpretation of the Weyl group, together with its set of generators of order two: it is the torsor of middle multiplication operators stabilizing H and e, generated by its involutive elements. 
and if the symmetry action is commutative, then left-and right action agree: L xv = R xv .
Proof. All claims are checked by direct computations. We show that L xv is welldefined: indeed, the equality M xz M zv = M xw M wv is a direct consequence of (A.2) and (STA1). In order to show that L xv and R wu commute, we may first reduce to the case x = w, by observing that (LTA2) gives us the left Chasles relation
The relation L xv R xw = R xw L xv is now proved by making appropriate choices when expressing the L-and R-operators by two M-operators. Finally, assuming that the action is commutative, we get L xv • R vx = M xx M xv M xv M xx = id X .
Corollary A.5 (Transplantation formula). Given a commutative inversive torsor action, we have, for all x, o, z ∈ G,
There are some other algebraic identities valid for every inversive torsor action, such as the intertwining relation between left and right actions
which can also be written, for x = e and M ee (g) = j(g) = g −1 , and L g := L g,e ,
Note also that identities for R-operators correspond to identities for L-operators, with reversed composition in Bij(X) and reversed order of indices.
Definition A.6. A left torsor action of a torsor G on a set X is a map
(if there is risk of confusion we write also L x,y instead of L xy ) such that the identities (LTA1) and (LTA2) from the preceding lemma hold. Right actions are defined similarly. The regular left (right) action of G on itself is defined by the lemma.
Lemma A.7. Let G be a group with neutral element e and its usual torsor structure (xyz) = xy −1 z. Then we have an equivalence of categories between left group actions of G and left torsor actions of G.
Proof. Given a left group action G × X → X, (g, x) → L g (x), we let
Conversely, given a left torsor action, let L g := L g,e , and the claim follows by a straightforward check of definitions.
A.4. On the structure of inversive actions. The preceding two lemmas say that left and right actions of torsors are nothing new, compared to usual group actions, whereas inversive actions are commutig left and right actions together with some operator j satisfying the intertwining relation (A.5). One may check that, conversely, if we have commuting left and right actions of a group G on a set X, together with a map of order two j : X → X satisfying the intertwining relation, we can reconstruct an inversive torsor action. Motivated by this obervation, one will look at the behaviour of G × G-orbits O under j. If j(O) ∩ O is empty, then j is equivalent to the exchange map between two copies of this orbit, exchanging "left" and "right". In the other case, one will have to distinguish whether j has a fixed point in O, or not. If there is a fixed point p, the stabilizer H of p must be a normal subgroup, and we get a version of the regular symmetry action on the quotient group G/H. The remaining case, where j has no fixed point in O, seems to be more difficult to analyze.
A.5. Reflection spaces and symmetric spaces. Definition A.8. A reflection space is a set together with a map s : M → Bij(M), x → s x such that the following identities hold:
(R1) (idempotency) s x (x) = x, (R2) (inversivity) s x • s x = id M , (R3) (distributivity) s x s z s x = s sx(z) . Reflection spaces form a category. The subgroup G(M) of Aut(M, µ) generated by all s x s y with (x, y) ∈ M 2 is called the transvection group of M. If, moreover, M is a Weil manifold (cf. subsection 7.1), then M is called a symmetric space if, for every x ∈ M, the tangent map T x (s s ) of s x at its fixed point x is equal to −id TxM .
A.6. Symmetry action of a reflection space.
Definition A.9. Let M be a reflection space and X a set. A symmetry action of M on X is a map M → Bij(X), x → S x such that (S1) S x • S x = id X , (S2) S x S y S x = S sx(y) . For X = M, we have a symmetry action of M on itself given by S x = s x , which we call the regular symmetry action (of M on itself). As above, categorial notions are defined.
Lemma A.10. If (x, z) → M xz is an inversive action of a torsor G, then we get a symmetry action of G, seen as reflection space, by G → Bij(X), x → S x := M xx .
Proof. S x S y S x = M xx M yy M xx = M (xyx),(xyx) = M sx(y),xx(y) = S sx(y)
In general, left or right actions of G do not give rise to symmetry actions of the symmetric space G; and in general, symmetry actions of reflection spaces do not give rise to actions of the group G(M) (cf. remarks in [Be00]: already on the infinitesimal level this does not hold since the standard imbedding of a Lie triple system is in general not functorial).
Definition A.11. Given a symmetry action M → Bij(X), x → S x , we define the transvection operators by Q xy := S x S y ∈ Bij(X).
These operators share some properties with the translation operators of left or right torsor actions: we have an analog of the Chasles relation (A.3) Q xy Q yz = Q xz , and Q xx = id X , whence (Q xy ) −1 = Q yx , but in contrast to left and right translations, the composition of two transvections is in general no longer a transvection. Instead, we have the fundamental formula (A.6) Q xy Q zy Q xy = S x S y S z S y S x S y = S SxSy(z) S y = Q Qxy,y .
